EXTRACTION OF KEY FRAMES FROM VIDEOS BY POLYGON SIMPLIFICATION
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we apply the polygon simplification method to automatically obtain the most relevant key frames. First a video sequence is mapped to a polyline in $\mathbb{R}^3$. By simplifying this polyline, we obtain a summarization (i.e., a small set of the most relevant frames) that is representative of the whole video sequence. The degree of the simplification is either determined automatically or selected by the user.

1. MOTIVATION
This paper describes our approach to automatically rank video frames by their relevance that depends on the context, i.e., a given frame can be of high relevance in one context but of low relevance in the other, since we would like that the rank of the frames reflects their relevance to the content of the video clip. At first, it seems that this is hopeless, that we would need to understand the semantic contents of frames and videos. For example, there could be a shot that scans over books on a shelf and stops on the title of a book that is important for understanding the story.

However, in many cases there are syntactic clues. These clues are provided by techniques that the cameraman may use to convey the importance of the moment to the whole story. There may be a zoom, or the camera may stop and “dwell” on an important object, so that the viewer’s attention is drawn to the information. In many cases the camera motion corresponds to the motion of the eyes of a surprised viewer. The surprised viewer’s gaze is attracted to a strange part of the scene, the gaze scans the scene to “zero in” on it, zooms in on it, dwells on it for a while, until the new information has “sunk in”. These changes in the image stream can be detected without understanding of the content.

For an image stream, “predictability” is an important concept. If frames are predictable, they are not as important as the ones that are unpredictable. We can rank these frames lower, since the viewer could infer them from context. Frames of a new shot cannot generally be predicted from a previous shot, so they are important. On the other hand, camera translations and pans that do not reveal new objects produce frames that are predictable.

We would like to detect when the camera stops (the viewer’s gaze stopping on a surprising object). Note that what is unpredictable in this case is the camera motion, not the image content. As the camera slows down, the image content stops changing, so is quite predictable. Therefore, we can consider frames in which the motion field changes as more relevant than the frames where it does not.

Now we present a signal-theoretic view of video summarization. For a video sequence, we have an original signal which is the image stream. We can consider that the image stream has tens of thousands of dimensions if we view each of the three color components of each pixel as a component along a dimension. We apply a first filtering operation. This operation can take the form of a dimension reduction that finds a feature vector for each frame and transforms the image stream into a feature vector trajectory which is a signal in fewer dimensions than the original signal (e.g., 37 in the method described in this paper).

After the first filtering step we would like the trajectory to have high curvature for unpredictable scenes and nearly linear parts (due to noise) for predictable scenes.

What is noise in this context? It is distinct from pixel noise. The image stream generated by a fixed camera looking from a window at a crowd milling around in the street may be considered to have a stationary component and a visual noise component, due to the changing colors of people’s clothes. The passing of a fire truck would be part of the signal over this fluctuating but monotonous background.

Since we expect the video signal to be noisy in this sense, we need the second filtering step to enhance the linear parts as well as the parts with a significant curvature. The second filtering step should allow a hierarchical output so that the user can specify the level of detail (a scale) at which he wants to view the frames with noteworthy events.
2. MAPPING AN IMAGE STREAM TO A TRAJECTORY

We present the first filtering step in this section. As stated in the last section, camera translations and pans should produce feature points that are aligned. Clearly, distances between image frames based on pixel differences are not appropriate since they are sensitive to image translations. On the other hand, distances based on image statistics (histogram, co-occurrence, HMM) are quite insensitive to image translation. To detect unpredictable camera motion, we need to have an image trajectory of high curvature only when such camera motion occurs.

We assign the set of 37 features to each image in a video sequence in the following way:

In the YUV color space that is used in MPEG encoding, for each of the 3 components, we define 4 histogram buckets by dividing the components in 4 intervals. Each bucket contributes 3 feature vector components: the pixel count, and the x and y coordinates of the centroid of the pixels in the bucket. That is 36 components, and we add the time (frame index) to get 37 components. This mapping produces a trajectory that is a polygonal curve in R^2.

As the camera translates or pans smoothly without seeing new things, the centroid components change linearly and the trajectory of feature points is linear. If the camera suddenly decelerates, the trajectory has a large curvature, because the centroids decelerate.

An alternative mapping is presented in [2], where a statistical model for each frame is generated using a hidden Markov model (HMM) technique. Then a distance measure between two frames is based on the probability that each frame could have been generated by the model of the other. This distance function defines a semi-metric space.

3. TRAJECTORY FILTERING BY POLYGON SIMPLIFICATION

Our first filtering operation (described in Section 2) maps a video sequence to a trajectory that is a polyline. Since the polyline may be noisy, in the sense that it is not linear but only nearly linear for the video stream segments where nothing of interest happens, i.e., the segments are predictable, and the parts of high curvature are difficult to detect locally, it is necessary to apply the second filtering operation.

In this section we describe the second filtering operation. The goal is to simplify the polyline so that its sections become linear when the corresponding video stream segments are predictable. We achieve this by iterated removal of the vertices that represent the most predictable video frames. In the geometric language for the polyline trajectory, these vertices are the most linear ones. Consequently, the remaining vertices of the simplified polyline are frames that are more non-predictable than the deleted ones.

Our approach to simplification of video polylines is based on a novel process of discrete curve evolution presented in [7] and applied in the context of shape similarity of planar objects in [8]. However, here we will use a different relevance measure of vertices. Fig. 1 illustrates the curve simplification produced by the discrete curve evolution for a planar figure. Notice that the most relevant vertices of the curve and the general shape of the picture are preserved even as most of the vertices have been removed.

Let P be a polyline (that does not need to be simple). We will denote the vertices of P by Vertices(P). A discrete curve evolution produces a sequence of polylines T = (T_0, ..., T_m) such that \(|\text{Vertices}(T_i)| \leq 3\), where \(|\cdot|\) is the cardinality function. Each vertex \(v \in T_i\) (except the first and the last) is assigned a relevance measure \(K(v, T_i) \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\). The relevance measure \(K(v, T_i)\) that we used for our experiments is defined below. The process of discrete curve evolution is very simple:

- At every evolution step \(i = 0, ..., m - 1\), a polygon \(T^{i+1}\) is obtained after the vertices whose relevance measure is minimal have been deleted from \(T^i\).

Our relevance measure \(K(v, T^i)\) that determines the order of vertex deletion depends on two vertices \(u, w \in T^i\). It is given by the formula

\[
K(v, T^i) = K(u, v, w) = |d(u, v) + d(v, w) - d(u, w)|
\]

where \(d\) is the Euclidean distance function in \(\mathbb{R}^2\).

Observe that the relevance measure is not a local property with respect to the polygon \(T^i\), although its computation is local in \(T^i\) for every vertex \(v\). This implies that the relevance of a given video frame \(v\) is context dependent, where the context is given by the adaptive neighborhood of \(v\), since the neighborhood of \(v\) in \(T^i\) can be different than its neighborhood in \(T^i\). Observe also that our relevance measure implies that the length change between \(T^i\) and \(T^{i+1}\) is minimal if \(T^{i+1}\) is obtained from \(T^i\) by deleting a single vertex.

We demonstrate with the experimental results in the next section that the discrete curve evolution based on this relevance measure is very suitable as the second filter.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We performed a large number of experimental results to verify the proposed technique using many different kinds of video clips, e.g., commercials, reports from various sport events, and simple synthetic videos. Due to the limited space, we illustrate our results on a single video clip which has a high probability of being seen by the most readers,
since knowing the content of the clip is helpful for evaluation of our method.

We present illustrations of the proposed technique for an 80 second clip from a video named “Mr. Bean’s Christmas”. The clip contains 2379 frames. First, we map the clip to a video trajectory, which is a polyline with 2379 vertices in $\mathbb{R}^2$. A perspective view of the 3D projection of the video trajectory is shown in the left plot (a) of Fig. 2. The two large black dots are the points corresponding to the first and last frame of the video. A curve simplification according to the method of Section 3 was then applied to this trajectory. The middle plot (b) shows a simplified curve in which only 20 points have been preserved. The resulting storyboard composed of the frames corresponding to the vertices of the simplified polyline in plot (b) of Fig. 2 gives a very representative summary for this video clip. We present the 10 most relevant key frames in Fig. 3. In our opinion, summaries obtained by our method are very representative for a large number of video clips to which we applied our method. These are preliminary results while we are considering comparative benchmarks against ground truth provided by subjects viewing the clips and selecting small percentages of frames as most descriptive of the stories.

5. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

Observe that even if the polyline representing a video trajectory is contained in Euclidean space, it is not possible to use standard approximation techniques like least-squares fitting for its simplification, since the approximating polyline may contain vertices that do not belong to the input polyline. For such vertices, there do not exist any corresponding video frames. Thus, a necessary condition for a simplification of a video polyline is that a sequence of vertices of a simplified polyline is a subsequence of the original one.

Aside from its simplicity the process of the discrete curve evolution differs from the standard methods of polygonal approximation, like least square fitting, by the fact that it can be used in semi-metric and non-linear spaces. The only requirement for discrete curve evolution is that every pair of points is assigned a real-valued distance measure that does not even need to satisfy the triangle inequality. This is, for example, the case if a statistical distance measure is used as similarity measure between images [2].

In [1], we describe how the Ramer method of polygon simplification [10] (called Douglas-Peucker method [3] in cartography circles) could be used to provide summarizations of videos. This method is essentially a recursive binary curve splitting approach that at each recursion splits the arc at the point furthest from the chord, and stops when the arc is close to the chord. This method presents several drawbacks. First, for $N$ video frames it has time complexity $N^2$, which is prohibitive for large video databases and complex distance measures. Variants have been developed that reduce the complexity to $N \log N$, but they can only be applied to 2D curves, not to multidimensional video trajectories, as they make use of planar convex hulls [6]. Second, the computation of distance between arc and chord requires the use of Euclidean distances. The curve simplification technique we have proposed can be shown to be of order $N \log N$ and can accommodate non-Euclidean distances.

In related summarization research, Foote et al. [4] devel-
Figure 3: Storyboard with 10 most relevant frames in Mr. Bean’s video clip (2379 frames).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have proposed and implemented a system for automatically providing short summaries of videos with a frame count that can be controlled by the user or determined automatically. The method is based on a novel fine-to-coarse polyline simplification technique that at each step removes the least relevant vertex and updates the relevances of the affected neighbors. The computation of the relevance measure for each vertex is based on its neighborhood that changes dynamically during the course of the simplification.

Applications include the creation of a smart fast-forward function to digital VCRs that samples only the most relevant frames, and the automatic creation of short summaries.
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